Commencement

Convocation

August 8, 2020
Please be informed that all candidates for degrees and all honors designated for degrees earned are determined according to the academic record that includes the student's last semester which becomes official once all grades have been submitted and posted. A student's receipt of degree and the declaration of related honors must be confirmed and validated by the final transcript.

The views or opinions expressed by the guest speakers at today's commencement are their own and do not necessarily represent the views or opinions of Bloomsburg University.
Graduate Convocation

Convocation

Processional ................................................................. Pomp and Circumstance, by Elgar/Grundman

The National Anthem ................................................................................................. Johnny Sedona

Welcoming Remarks ............................................................................................... Diana Rogers-Adkinson, Ph.D.
    Provost and Senior Vice President, Academic Affairs

President’s Remarks ................................................................................................... Bashar W. Hanna, Ph.D.
    President

Remarks from the Board of Governors ................................................................. Cynthia D. Shapira, MPA
    Chair, Board of Governors

Remarks from the Council of Trustees ................................................................. The Honorable Mary Jane Bowes, J.D.
    Chair, Council of Trustees

Degree Ceremony

Presentation of Candidates ....................................................................................... Diana Rogers-Adkinson, Ph.D.
    Provost and Senior Vice President, Academic Affairs

Conferral of Degrees .................................................................................................. Bashar W. Hanna, Ph.D.
    President
Introduction of Candidates for Graduate Degrees

Doctoral Degrees

Heather Feldhaus, Ph.D.
Interim Associate Vice Provost and Dean of Graduate Studies

Master's Degrees

Heather Feldhaus, Ph.D.
Interim Associate Vice Provost and Dean of Graduate Studies

Closing Ceremony

Alumni Welcome

Todd Argenziano
President, Alumni Association

Closing Remarks

Daniel Greenstein, D.Phil.
Chancellor, Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education

Alma Mater

BU Marching Band (Recorded Fall 2019)

Music and lyrics appear on the last page

Recessional

The Seasons: Autumn (“Bacchanales” and “Petit Adagio”)
Alexander Glazunov
Degree Candidates

**Doctor of Audiology**

Allison Marie Burnish
Megan Danielle Frank
Brittanie Baker Hill
Melissa Leigh Kohler
Amanda Brooke Levy
Ashley Marie Loeb
Kathryn Elyse Loret
Michael John McKenna Jr.
Kerrin Elizabeth Richard
Devon Joy Noel Suiter
Nicole Wassing
Meaghan Catherine Zieser

**Doctor of Nursing Practice**

Jeanne M. Wood

**Master of Accountancy**

Kasey Marie Conrad
Damian Guzman Jr.
Adam Tyler Karabudak
Joseph George Kinek
Sarah Elizabeth Marie Peters
Matthew Curtis Swales

**Master of Business Administration**

Trevor James Allard
* Justin M. Anderson
* Alex Nii Armah Annan
Angela Nicole Bagnata
* Derrick Scott Bossler
* Heath Christopher Boyer
* Jessica Chic Brown
* Anthony John Craig
* Sean A. DeBarberie
* Robert Lamb Dougherty Jr.
* Michael Patrick Haggerty
* Justin Christopher Haley
* Eric Robert Heatwole
* Parvez Khan
* Adam M. Karafinski
Hunter James Kraus
Kevin James Krause
* Samuel Walsh Nagle
* Brianne Oehmke
* Jodi S. C. Rampersad
* James Patrick Reardon
* Molly J. Riley
Amanda Anne Rippert
* Mylei Saltares
* William Joseph Schu
* Lauren Ashley Scott
* Morgan Lisa Young

**Master of Education**

**Business Education/ITM**

Michael Prender O’Connor

**Curriculum & Instruction**

Jacob Edward Balkiewicz
Evan Laurence Brandes
Nico Capparell
* Francine Confer
* Brittany N. Gardner
Brenda Grab
* Benjamin Hartman
Maxwell William Jencarelli
Ernest Keiper
* Tracey Scott Lafrance
Matthew H. Lupold
James David McCarron
Seth Michael Nolan
Marissa Oakes
* Leslie Kate Porter

**Early Childhood Education**

PK-4

Alexandra Marie Devarie
Taylor N. Palazzi

**Educational Leadership**

Jennifer Ann Bianco
Corey A. Bishop
Joshua Alexander Brosious
Devon Janae Carey
* John Patrick Caserta Jr.
Esteban Castillo
Olivia Monique Chandler
Cody Michael Deitz
Courtney Reagan Enderline
Jacklyn Brandy Erb
Louis S. Gansell
* Stephen Donald Hafele Sr.
Hannah Grace Hench
* Stephanie Hirneisen
Ashley L. Horensky
Henry Philip Hynoski Jr.
* Luis Ramon Montalvo
Melanie Anne Morenz
Ashly Isamar Perez
Shantel Faith Robinson
* Raul Enrique Santana Nuñez
Bethany Lynn Slear
Elizabeth A. Sterrick
Hannah C. Turner
* Chamoya C. Waller
Alisha Gayle Wein
Jaméra Aigner Lucille
Winchester
Natalie Noel Wittman
Ryan Kelso Worthington
* Christopher Jared Wounderly
* Daniel R. Yarnell

**Reading**

Jenna Grace Bretz
* Grace Michelle Chandler
Amanda Marie Derr
Jennifer Lauren Groller
Abby Elizabeth Holobovich
Tinamari E. Munsell
* Ellen Sue Roush
* Katelyn Nicole Shirk
* Hailey Lynn Spina
Emily Elizabeth Witt
* Erin Patricia Worden
DEGREE CANDIDATES

**Special Education**

* Kelly Yvanauskas Eure  
* Kayla Lynn Huntington  
* Tara Lynn Phlegar

**Master of Science**

**Biology**

* Hannah B. Anderson  
* Jerome Edward Betz III  
* Caitlyn Collins  
* Keara Yue Drummer  
* Rodelin Duteste  
* Kyle Patrick Flannery  
* Kate M. Freeman  
* Aaron Michael Gordon-Weaver  
* Justin Dean Heller  
* Heather Jean Llewellyn  
* Rebecca M. Maff  
* Samantha Lee Maywald  
* MacKenzie Connor McDowell  
* Thomas A. O’Rourke  
* Benjamin Randall Paul  
* Victoria Gabrielle Roper

**Exercise Science**

Kristopher David Bookamer  
Kyle D. Cragle  
Joshua Scott Gates  
Sarah Theresa Gomish  
Zachary Andrew Kollar  
Travis Nelson Krall  
Jordynn Ashley Kurcoba  
Ethan Sean Lindermuth  
Tatum Marie Mack  
* Kathleen Lucile Mirgon  
* Shawn Michael Reese

**Information Technology**

* Theresa A. Bressi  
* Bridget Anna Casey  
* Alexander James Elder  
* Allison Marie Fiedler  
* Kyle Thomas Fromert  
* Brendan Richard Hallissey  
* Justin David Heaton  
* Alana Richlynn Humphrey  
* Kieran J. Raabe

**Instructional Technology**

Daren Lee Cragle  
Jessica Alexandra Drass  
* Stacy L. Gallagher  
* Nabiha Garraou  
* Brittany Ellen Harris  
* Ann Keiser  
* Alexander George Kopp  
* Jessica Michelle Mummert  
* Jesse Darren Newcomer  
* Tyler James-Harrison Specht  
* Britanni Ann Weeks

**Special Education**

* Danielle Rani Wheeler

**Speech - Language Pathology**

Nova Kristyn  
Alzate Sienkiewicz  
Cassidy Jo Bellows  
Ashley Marie Bievenour  
Elizabeth Noelle Cosfol  
Sara Joleena Crusha  
Antonia J. Curry  
Nicole Marie Fazio  
Kaitlyn Marie Graver  
Kacie Nicole Hay  
Hannah Rose Haynes  
Katelyn Dawn Henry  
Lauren Alice Holub  
Tara Nicole Lamparter  
Kelsey Mary Macieunas  
James McDermott Jr.  
Mary Elizabeth McGonigle  
Marisa Lynn Mooney  
Tiffany R. Newton  
Christine Leigh Pierson  
Brooke Lyndzie Rathfon  
Gabriella June Regalbuto  
Jordan Nicole Schwalm  
Megan Wells Stewart  
Brooke Elizabeth Vanim  
Elizabeth Vollmer  
Erin Elaine Yoder

**Master of Science in Nursing**

Teresa Andress  
Amy Houston Cera  
Cody Edward Cooper  
Rachel Michelle Devaney  
Tyler R. Dotts  
Matthew Scott Gulliver  
Whitney Claire Haley  
Rachel Mary Hirsch  
Heather Marie Krohn  
Nelson Benjamin Lee  
Daniel James Magazino  
Elaine Matisko  
Kelly Lauren Morrow  
Matthew Payne  
Dana Cedro Pfeifer  
Amy L. Raup  
Kersten E. Reider  
Nakiasha Kim Scheeler  
Alison Rae Sunday  
Erica Ann Veliky  
Michelle Suzanne Way

* Honors College  
** Summer 2020 Graduates  
*** Fall 2019 Graduates  
**** Winter 2019 Graduates
Theses Presented for Degree

Candidates for Doctoral Degree

Brittanie Baker Hill
Comparison of Questionnaire-based and Performance-based Screening Tools as Predictors of Auditory Processing Disorder
Adviser: Mohsin Shaikh
Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders

Amanda Brooke Levy
Degree of Ear Advantage Does Not Predict Auditory Processing Disorder (apd)
Adviser: Mohsin Shaikh
Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders

Michael John McKenna Jr.
Effects of Frequency and Sex on Measures of Gain, Phase, and Asymmetry in Sinusoidal Harmonic Acceleration
Adviser: Cara Tolan
Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders

Devon Joy Noel Suiter
Effect of Instruction on Optokinetic (okn) Gain Scores
Adviser: Cara Tolan
Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders
Theses Presented for Degree

Candidates for Master’s Degree

Hannah B. Anderson
Investigating Avian Hosts of Mosquito Vectors for West Nile Virus in Pennsylvania
Adviser: John Hranitz
Department of Biological and Allied Health Sciences

Jerome Edward Betz III
Functional and Structural Analysis of AvsYS1 Protein: A Ferric Iron-phytosiderophore Transporter
Adviser: George T. Davis
Department of Biological and Allied Health Sciences

Caitlyn Collins
Thermal Tolerances of the Caribbean Sea Urchins Eucidaris tribuloides and Echinometra lucunter (Echinodermata: Echinoidea): Potential Impacts of Climate Change
Adviser: Thomas Klinger
Department of Biological and Allied Health Sciences

Keara Yue Drummer
Morphometric Basis for Sexual Selection and Polyphenism in the Devonian Trilobite, Walliserops
Adviser: Alan Gishlick
Department of Biological and Allied Health Sciences

Rodelin Duteste
The Effects of the Disruption of the G-protein Subunit Gamma-10 (Gng10) on Cell Migration and Calcium Signaling
Adviser: William F. Schwindinger
Department of Biological and Allied Health Sciences

Kyle Patrick Flannery
Quantitative Analysis of Language Development in Individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorder and Related Genetic Disorders
Adviser: Abby Hare-Harris
Department of Biological and Allied Health Sciences
Theses Presented for Degree

Aaron Michael Gordon-Weaver
Understanding What Variables Control Polyphosphate Storage in Stream Biofilms
Adviser: Steven Rier
Department of Biological and Allied Health Sciences

Justin Dean Heller
Temporal Expression of Jwa and Dnc in Ethanol Tolerance
Model Apis mellifera (Western Honey Bee)
Adviser: Kristen Brubaker
Department of Biological and Allied Health Sciences

Lauren Alice Holub
Impact of Children’s Executive Function Skills and Home Literacy Experiences on the Complexity of their Story Retells
Adviser: Shelley Scarpino
Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders

Ethan Sean Lindermuth
Differences in Resistance Exercise Performance During Lat Pulldowns Using Different Handle Type
Adviser: Kyle Beyer
Department of Exercise Science

Heather Jean Llewellyn
Acute Sub-lethal Effects of the Neonicotinoid Imidacloprid on the Honey Bee Brain Transcriptome
Adviser: Cynthia A. Surmacz
Department of Biological and Allied Health Sciences

Samantha Lee Maywald
Environmental Predictors and Blood Meal Analysis of an Important West Nile Virus Vector (Culex restuans) in Ruffed Grouse Habitat
Adviser: Clay Corbin
Department of Biological and Allied Health Sciences

MacKenzie Connor McDowell
Fishing for Alpha-l-fucosidase: Evaluating Enzyme Activity and the Reproductive Role in Zebrafish (Danio rerio)
Adviser: Jennifer Venditti
Department of Biological and Allied Health Sciences
Theses Presented for Degree

Thomas A. O'Rourke
Modeling an Asian Hornet (Vespa velutina) Invasion in North America
Adviser: John Hranitz
Department of Biological and Allied Health Sciences

Benjamin Randall Paul
Influence of Cladophora sp. on the Composition and Spatial Distribution of Macroinvertebrate Communities in Streams
Adviser: Steven Rier
Department of Biological and Allied Health Sciences

Shawn Michael Reese
The Acute Effects of a Multi-Ingredient Pre-Workout Supplement on High Intensity Resistance Exercise
Adviser: Kyle Beyer
Department of Exercise Science

Victoria Gabrielle Roper
Tree Swallow Breeding Biology and the Phenology of Aquatic Emergent Prey in Artificial and Natural Wetlands Surrounded by Intensive Agriculture in Pennsylvania
Adviser: Lauri Green
Department of Biological and Allied Health Sciences
Convocation

Processional .......................................................... Pomp and Circumstance, by Elgar/Grundman
The National Anthem ....................................................................................................................... Johnny Sedona
Welcoming Remarks ..................................................................................................................... Diana Rogers-Adkinson, Ph.D.
                  Provost and Senior Vice President, Academic Affairs
President’s Remarks ...................................................................................................................... Bashar W. Hanna, Ph.D.
                  President
Remarks from the Board of Governors ....................................................................................... Cynthia D. Shapira, MPA
                  Chair, Board of Governors
Remarks from the Council of Trustees ......................................................................................... The Honorable Mary Jane Bowes, J.D.
                  Chair, Council of Trustees

Degree Ceremony

Presentation of Candidates ............................................................................................................. Diana Rogers-Adkinson, Ph.D.
                  Provost and Senior Vice President, Academic Affairs
Conferral of Degrees ................................................................................................................... Bashar W. Hanna, Ph.D.
                  President
Undergraduate Convocation

College of Education & College of Liberal Arts Ceremony:
Introduction of Candidates for Bachelor’s Degrees

College of Education
Daryl Fridley, Ph.D., Dean

College of Liberal Arts
James Brown, Ph.D., Dean

Zeigler College of Business & College of Science and Technology:
Introduction of Candidates for Bachelor’s Degrees

Zeigler College of Business
Todd Shawver, D.B.A., Dean

College of Science and Technology
R. Lynn Hummel, Ed.D., Interim Dean

Closing Ceremony

Student Remarks
Matthew Lassus, Senior Class President
Steven Lopez Rodriguez, CGA Class President

Alumni Welcome
Todd Argenziano
President, Alumni Association

Closing Remarks
Daniel Greenstein, D.Phil.
Chancellor, Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education

Alma Mater
BU Marching Band (recorded in Fall 2019)
Music and lyrics appear on the last page

Recessional
The Seasons: Autumn (“Bacannale” and “Petit Adagio”) by Alexander Glazunov
**TOP HONOR GRADUATES**

*Zeigler College of Business*

- **Andrew David Horst**  
  Accounting  
  *Summa Cum Laude*

*College of Education*

- **Cierra Malehorn**  
  Special Education (PK-8)/Early Childhood (PK-4)  
  *Summa Cum Laude*

- **Allison Lynn Markel**  
  Special Education (PK-8)/Early Childhood (PK-4)  
  *Summa Cum Laude*

*College of Liberal Arts*

- **Giavonna Rose Fracalossi**  
  Psychology  
  *Summa Cum Laude*

- **Kelsey M. Weaver**  
  Mass Communications*Emergent Media/New Media/Digital Media  
  *Summa Cum Laude*

*College of Science and Technology*

- **Monica Carol Amarante**  
  Speech Pathology and Audiology  
  *Summa Cum Laude*

- **Kendyl Jean Witmer**  
  Speech Pathology and Audiology  
  *Summa Cum Laude*

---

**HONOR GRADUATES**

*Summa Cum Laude*  
*(3.95 - 4.0 overall average)*

- Monica Carol Amarante
- Kaelin Nicole Beck
- Erik Michael Benjamin
- Gera Leigh Catania
- Kacie Kathryn Chapman
- Brianna Victoria Collins
- Briannah Emily Dobson
- Elizabeth Kay Drumm
- Leisha Elizabeth Eby
- Giavonna Rose Fracalossi
- Michelle Elizabeth Fus
- Madison Elizabeth Harnish
- Tesa Mae Hoffman
- Andrew David Horst
- Brandon T. Kauffman
- Ekaterina Khrunova
- Cierra Malehorn
- Allison Lynn Markel
- Kyle G. Mausteller
- Tessann Marguerite Merkel
- Madelyn Elizabeth Myers
- Zachary A. Norfolk
- Angelo Peiffer
- Dominic Eugene Pinto
- Dakota Matthew Portzline
- Alessandra Marie Rossino
- Michael K. Shepard
- Emily R. Sinclair
- Sarah Joy Snyder
- # Kelsey M. Weaver
- Kendyl Jean Witmer
- Eric M. Zalewski

---

#Honors College  
*Summer 2020 Graduates  
**Fall 2019 Graduates  
***Winter 2019 Graduates
Honor Graduates

Magna Cum Laude
(3.75 – 3.94 overall average)

- Autumn Rose Kaminski
  Katlyn Elizabeth Kelleher
  Nicholas Joel King
- Abigail E. Knepp
- Courtney Sue Kovilaritch
  Kendall Nicola Krebs
  Emily Kaylene Lapole
  Nicholas Paul Laudenslager
- Gabriella M. Lawver
  Kyle Andrew Leitzel
  Sean Patrick Lenahan
  Isabella Michelle Ligenza
- Nina Constance Litz
  Evan Raymond Llanso
  Allison M. Lockard
  Jordan Allen Long
  Amber E. Loomis
  Blake T. Lyons
  Stephanie Marie Lyons
  Madeleine Tess Malley
- Jordan Bryan Marlow
  Amy Irene Martin
  Jade Erica McCarthy
  Kaitlyn Marie McCarthy
  Connor E. McKay
  Tiana Nicole Menser
  Lauren Elizabeth Nunn
  Alexandra Patella
- Mary Elizabeth Petrongolo
  Morgan Elizabeth Petsis
  Katelynn Marie Pleban
  Vincent Karl Plessel
  Zachary Joseph Porreca
  Abigail Nicole Potter
  Rachel L. Purcell
  Sarah Louise Rhineer
  Madison Grace Rickard
- Meg E. Ronan
  Rene Elizabeth Ronemus
- Kirsten Marie Russell
- Adelina Sacouto
  Emily Beth Schwalm
  Rees C. Scott
  Melissa Ann Seabourne
  Anna Sees
  Kathryn M. Sherry
- Mackenna Rene Shively
  Brooke Ashley Sides
  Joseph William Siriani
  Sierra Nicole Sirota
- Madison Jean Snyder
  Maddi Paige Sorger
  Chelsea Dawn Spring
  Haleigh Ellen Stewart
  Megan E. Sumner

Cum Laude
(3.5 – 3.74 overall average)

- Alyssa Nicole Theurer
- Sarah Lynn Townsend
- Mitchell Eric Troutman
- Brianna Joy Tulskie
- Jacob Francis Ulicny
- Ian James Van Wagener
- Nicole Marie Whitenight
- Marc Douglas Yeager
- Samantha E. Yeick
- Keeyan Ryley Zimmerman
- Melissa Irene Zuro

- Allison Rae Abrahims
- Mariailenia Amato
- Sarah Lynette Anderson
- Emily Carol Andrusko
- Abby Lauren Astrachan
- Alyssa M. Augustine
- Amanda Louise Aulenbach
- Ethan Daniel Barlow
- Jessica Rose Barnett
- Robert Eric Bell
- Jillian Emma Black
- Marcella Elizabeth Booz
- Derrick Ian Bordner
- Lindsey Anne Boutin
- Kyle Zachary Bower
- Natasha M. Brenner
- Kylie Elizabeth Brockway
- Emily Rose Brodeur
- Jenna Lee Brouse
- Paul Richard Bury III
- Megan R. Callan
- Felicia Canouse
- Jasmine Asia Chanthalansy
- Elayne R. Che
- Katarina May
- Chioanga-Solovey
- Chad Peter Cooperman
- Ayalibis Yleana Cruz Severino
- Abigail Dorothy Culver
- Hannah Elisabeth Culver
- Courtney Leigh Daniels
- Justine R. Davis
- Ryan Michael Davis
- Paige Aileen Deitrick
- Alexander Demergis
- Ava Lynne DeMirjian
- Alexa Diaz
- Angela Marie DiPasquale
- Amber M. Dorwart
- Rease Renee Enright
Honor Graduates

Cum Laude
(3.5 – 3.74 overall average)

Cole Michael Epler
Rebecca L. Evans
Nicholas James Everett
Sydney Renee Faust
Jacob William Fenstermacher
Lillian E. Fields
Luke Benjamin Fisher
Jessica Sarah Flack
Nicholas James Everett
Sydney Renee Faust
Jacob William Fenstermacher
Lillian E. Fields
Luke Benjamin Fisher
Jessica Sarah Flack
Kaitlyn Marie Floyd
Aleigha Marie Fuhrman
Jose M. Gamboa Jr.
Amber Leigh Gehron
Kyle Lee Gendron
Matthew James Gerner
Cayce Francis Giblin
Kerianne Gilligan
Olivia K. Gorg
Elizabeth Ann Gyuris
Riley James Hager
Leeann E. Haywood
Kayla M. Heiner
Edward J. Herbener
Lizmeidy Hernandez
Ali Rae Herto
Noah R. Hess
Garret Hoffman
Lexi Ann Holtzman
Alyssa Elanie Hoopsick
Megan O. Hoover
Chase Quentin Hummel
Kevin Andrew Jenkins
Catherine Carla Albeck Jones
Kimberly Marie Jones
Karly Renee Juriewicz
Joshua Thomas Kaminski
Tarah Ann Kelley
Makenzie Leigh Kern
Yura Kim
Joseph William Kline
Jordan Daniel Klingler
Amy Elizabeth Kluxen
Amber Lynn Kohls
Kelsey Lynne Koppen
Nathan Joseph Krizan
Julia Brilee Krueger
Eric Lamezec
Jake Connor Latchum
Megan N. Lehman
Haley Anne Levan
Nelson James Maher
Gabriel James Manyak
Brooke L. Marker

Caylin Nichole Marth
Sandra Gail Matenkoski
Savanna Lynn Maule
Samantha Rose McCarthy
Kenneth George McCollum Jr.
Patrick Philip McDonald
Keri J. McNally
Riley McSorley
Nathan James Mehalick
Gabriel Jacob Amadeus Miller
Hannah Lynn Mordaunt
Allyson H. Morris
Clara Grace Mulle
Amara Maria Nazario
Cole Robert Neff
Nathaniel Thomas Newberry
Clayton Forrest Newton
Tori Marie Noll
Evan Alexander Novian
Rebecca Christina Obara
Katelyn J. Ooms
Morgan Grace Parise
Ashlyn Anna Marie Parlin
Melissa Maria Parsons
Savannah Paul
Sofia Elisabet Pearson
Katherine Julia Penrose
Dalton Anthony Perla
Jessica N. Petragnani
Karen M. Pickering
Madeline Gabrielle Plummer
Taylor C. Prehotsky
Lauren Elizabeth Purcell
Shannon K. Quinn
Jacqueline Renee Ranney
Isaac Thomas Reese
Hannah Mary Reid
Sydney Kate Reigel
Kiersten Lynn Rhine
Dean Alexander Richards
Cassandra Catherine Riley
Mary Elizabeth Ritz
Carli Nicole Roeder
Samantha Joelle Romania
Heather L. Rowlands
Bryan A. Rudolph
Rachel Elaina Sammartino
Marina Renee Savercoul
Cassandra Nicole Seifert
Sofia Ellen Sellers
Jacob M. Shiffert
Terri Elizabeth Shoop
Luke Edward Shriver
Juan Silva
Kiley Lin Sloan

Caitlyn Elizabeth Smith
Jacob Ian Snyder
William Wyatt Soha
Olivia Marie Sollberger
Kayla Mae Sompel
Anya C. Spotts
Matthew Dean Srednicki
Jessica Lynn Staros
Arielle M. Stehr
Abbigail Marie Steiner
Samuel Dean Stellwagon
John William Sterner
Rachael Ann Stockbne
Laura Guldin Stuck
Logan Kathleen Sullivan
Cole E. Swiger
Samantha Ann Tankred
Daniel Tate
Kasey Aileen Theurer
Ashlee Marie Tomassacci
Charles Van Tran
Carly Caitlyn Weinberg
Emily Elizabeth Welsh
Katrina Whalen
Tori N. Wigand
Caitlin Elizabeth Wilmot
Devon Irene Wrightstone
Kyle John Wunderlich
James Albert Zack
Zoe Ann Zajac

#Honors College
*Summer 2020 Graduates
**Fall 2019 Graduates
***Winter 2019 Graduates
Zeigler College
of Business

Accounting

Melody Ann Andrews
Katie Elizabeth Beam
Angela Bogdanowicz
Hayes Cameron Clark
Brandon Andrew Curtis
Briannah Emily Dobson
Lance Aaron Fogelman
Michael Robert Gaizick
Corina Dawn Grimm
Kenneth Francis Herrmann
Andrew M. Holmes
Megan O. Hoover
Andrew David Horst
Edward Charles Jordan
Nathan Joseph Krizan
Eric Lamezec
Holden Thomas Lodge
Ashley Michelle Marshall
Maria Ann Martinez
Patrick Philip McDonald
Allyson H. Morris
Justine Ann Paduch
Antonio Joseph Pagano
Avery Michael Schiavone
Emily R. Sinclair
Sierra Nicole Sirota
Benjamin Louis Smith
Mason Richard Solomon
John William Sterner
Tyler Jordan Sullivan
* Brandon L. Tomlin
Brianna Joy Tulskie
Caitlin Elizabeth Wilmot
Nicole Mae Wilson
Bradley Richard Young

Business Administration

*Finance

Andrew Joseph Aiello
Kevin Benkovic
Dylan R. Bertuola
Zachary David Bitner
Brian D. Blackburn Jr.
Jacob B. Canning
Matthew Augustine Cipolloni
Kyle Joseph Conway
* Christopher Michael Cooper Jr.
Jared Sidney Cromley
Ryan Michael Davis
* Jacob E. Duncan
Ryan George Ehrhardt
Cole Michael Epler
Kyle Mark Fantini
* Michael Joseph Gentile
Tyler Peter Gettes
Bruce Evan Graeber
India Chanel Hails
Edward J. Herbener
Benjamin Daniel Hershey
* Garret Hoffman
Alexander Michael Hoppes
Rachel Barri Junker
Dalton Kemp
Ekaterina Khrunova
Nicholas Joel King
Eric David LeFevre
* Matthew Loonan
Ryan C. Loscombe
Noah Tyler Lycett
Patrick James McHale
* Daniel J. McKeever
Jonathan Edward Molloy
Ryan Michael Murray
Nathaniel Thomas Newberry
* James Joseph O’toole
Stephen Micheal Pavlov
Jared Eli Petersheim
Stephaney Rebecca Pryal
Hannah Mary Reid
Taylor Ann Roberts
* Bawe Salehi
Alexis Elizabeth Scheifley
Koby C. Schmidt
* Joshua Steven
Higdon Sheckells
Joseph William Siranni
* Gina Marie Stacey

Business Administration

*Information & Technology
Management

Samuel Dean Stellwagon
Kassious Meleik
Sebastian Sumpter
Cole E. Swiger
* Jean Erick Turber-Ortiz
Anthony Taylor Vetran
* Kevin Joseph Vitti
Damani L. Wright
Keeyan Ryley Zimmerman

Business Administration

*Finance

Andrew Joseph Aiello
Kevin Benkovic
Dylan R. Bertuola
Zachary David Bitner
Brian D. Blackburn Jr.
Jacob B. Canning
Matthew Augustine Cipolloni
Kyle Joseph Conway
* Christopher Michael Cooper Jr.
Jared Sidney Cromley
Ryan Michael Davis
* Jacob E. Duncan
Ryan George Ehrhardt
Cole Michael Epler
Kyle Mark Fantini
* Michael Joseph Gentile
Tyler Peter Gettes
Bruce Evan Graeber
India Chanel Hails
Edward J. Herbener
Benjamin Daniel Hershey
* Garret Hoffman
Alexander Michael Hoppes
Rachel Barri Junker
Dalton Kemp
Ekaterina Khrunova
Nicholas Joel King
Eric David LeFevre
* Matthew Loonan
Ryan C. Loscombe
Noah Tyler Lycett
Patrick James McHale
* Daniel J. McKeever
Jonathan Edward Molloy
Ryan Michael Murray
Nathaniel Thomas Newberry
* James Joseph O’toole
Stephen Micheal Pavlov
Jared Eli Petersheim
Stephaney Rebecca Pryal
Hannah Mary Reid
Taylor Ann Roberts
* Bawe Salehi
Alexis Elizabeth Scheifley
Koby C. Schmidt
* Joshua Steven
Higdon Sheckells
Joseph William Siranni
* Gina Marie Stacey

Business Administration

*Information & Technology
Management

Marcelo Gomes Benatti
Matthew Bishop
Megan R. Callan
Gino Carlo Ciambriello
Taylor T. Cielecki
* Anthony Ciliberto
Robert Wayne Coombe III
Aris Niurfy Cruz
Brandon Anthony Dailey
Joseph Michael Davis
Samuel Dieurisme
Alicia J. Ditty
Jonathan Joseph Draper
Aleigha Marie Fuhrman
Katelyn Louvine Griffiths
Matthew Brian Hummel
Jesse Gordon Johnson
Jacqueline Marie Kane
Jake Connor Latchum
Megan N. Lehman
Everett G G Lehr
Lillian Julia Louie
Nathan Scott Lyons
Morgan Leigh Mathews
Nicholas Allan Mazzio
Duncan Robert Mitchell
Daniel Nguyen
Evan Alexander Novian
Anya C. Spotts
Joachim Star Cloud Wuebber
Zeigler College of Business

Business Administration
*Management

Brian M. Agnew
* Joan M. Ales-Miranda
Alexander Christian Arcangeli
Alyssa M. Augustine
Michelle Marie Azgirey
* David Michael Barber
Caitlin Elena Behan
Philip James Boyle
Maurice Mario Brown Jr.
Olivia E. Campbell
Natalie I. Chik
Dylan Chiumento
Tyler Kohl Christiansen
Joshua Cieless
Sydney Nicole Collins
* Emily Devine
Kyle Bradley Dix
Grant Franklin Dohner
Jonathan Joseph Draper
* Bailee Gillian Dyroff
Maya Anne Familetti
Jacob William Fenstermacher
Devon Anne Gagstetter
* Jovan Christian Garrison
* Ahmad Ghanem
* Harmanjot Gill
Nicholas Alfred Giuliani
Matthew William Goodall
Olivia K. Gorg
Anthony Graboski
* Ernest Green III
Christopher Michael Greim
Joshua Aaron Gross
Jake Richard Guempel
Hunter D. Harner
* Juliana Claire Holland
Janelle Holloman
Colton William Hooker
Alyssa Elanie Hoopsick
Meredith L. Hopper
Florence Catherine Horner
Cassandra Marie Keiser
Keyon Harold Kennedy
* Todd Michael Kern
* Cornelius James Kilgarriff
* Madelyn Noelle Kirsch
Steven Krager
Ashley N. Krivda
Chelsea C. Krivda
* Sarah Catherine Krop

Shane Connell Kulikowski
Matthew A. Lassus
Regan Elizabeth Lawlor
# Gabriella M. Lawver
* Owen T. Long
Joshua Adam Lunger
Tyler Madeira
Elivette Martinez
* Tierney Paige McDonnell
Jocelyn Marie Merritt
Peyton William Mortellite
Lauren Elizabeth Nunn
Jake Francis Patire
Kelly Elizabeth Phillips
Vincent Karl Plessel
* Mason Adam Price
Justin Mark Rauch
Isaac Thomas Reese
John Rocco Robertello
Katarina Leigh Robertson
* Colin Joseph Romano
Alberto Ruiz
Briana Marie Sanchez
Brett Robert Sherman
Courtney Elizabeth Simmons
Olivia Marie Sollberger
Tyler James Specht
Nifeace Stevens
Troy D. Stratton Jr.
Kalie J. Stroup
Stephen M. Sura
Sean David Thomas
Chase Jordan Tillett
Charles Van Tran
Aaron Jason Winkleblech
Franklin Larry Zamadics
* Kelsey Jenna Zola
* Tyler James Zuvich

Business Administration
*Marketing

Madeline Rose Acciavatti
Emily Carol Andrusko
Darren August Barder
* Jacob W. Belbin
Louis Isaac Berrigan
* Jordan Marie Bove
* Janelle Marie Bronder
Andrew Jameson Brown
Madison Taylor Comey
Matthew Job Cotter
Peter J. D’Ambrosio
Vincenzo D. De Vita
Phillip M. Denelsbeck
* Shawn Tyree Edwards
* Morgan Scott Ehrenzeller
Ryan George Ehrhardt
* Joseph Edmund Fetzer
Kieran Flynn
* Jonathan Garcia
Jack Curtis Gaugler
Elizabeth Ann Gyuris
Asia Karin Harding
Kayla A. Harris
Laith Hassan
Krysta Liz Hower
Andrew John Jalowiec
Kasey-Lyn Elizabeth Johnson
Nico Dolores Katzenberger
* Joseph Robert Kilgore
Monica Ann Kleman
Julia Elizabeth Knight
Derek William Kugelman
Tyler James Kwortnik
* Blake Samuel Levengood
* Conner Michael Linsen
Hannah M. Lipton
Dardiyanie Marie Littlejohn
Derek-James C. MacDonald
* Quinn D. McElwee
Autumn R. McGrath
* Isaac K. McRee
Jeffrey Keegan Metzler
Tyler James Millers
Solomon E. Mills
Jenna Marie Nerosa

#Honors College
*Summer 2020 Graduates
**Fall 2019 Graduates
***Winter 2019 Graduates
Zeigler College of Business

* Clayton Forrest Newton
  Timothy Joseph O'Neill
  Paul Anthony Petaccio
  Ann Marie Petersen
  Emily Joan Pronitis
  Jessie Leigh Rothenberger
  Ian Alexander Schaeffer
  Melissa Ann Seabourne
* Mackenna Rene Shively
  Kelsey Smith
  Waverly Wharton Snyder
  Alison Michelle Spinelli
  Madison Taylor Stumpo
* Zach Mitchell Svetik
  Zachary Bo Tillett
  Michael John Vercusky
* Sean Alexander Walker
  Kailey Ann Weinstein
  Hailey Nicole Whittingham
* Matthew John Woodward
  Deandre Terrell Wright
  Marc Douglas Yeager
  Steven Anthony Zangari

Business Administration
*Professional Selling & Marketing

  Alexander K. Shaffer

Business Education

* Joel D. Caputo
  Nicholas Paul Laudenslager
  Emily Beth Schwalm

International Business

* Antonio J. Grottola
* Abbygail Hill
* Autumn Rose Kaminski
  Olivia Grace Lolli
* Rachel Dominique Morgan
* Clayton Forrest Newton
  Rebecca Christina Obara
  Jared Joseph Ortega
* Bawe Salehi

Professional Sales & Marketing

  Marcus Anthony Bearfield
  Tyler Christian Black
  Dylan Michael Cohen
  Briana Paige Gery
  Emily Theresa Spaulding
  Justin Henry Wolfskehl

Supply Chain Management

  Brett N. Alaimo
  Caitlynn Marie Albright
  Melvin Charles Appel III
  Trent Michael Barnes
  Marcelo Gomes Benatti
  Paul Richard Bury III
  Edward Thomas Camp IV
* Michael Stephen Celommi
  Christian Ciotti
  Christopher Paul Coleman
  Chad Peter Cooperman
  Joseph Michael Davis
  Kyle Bradley Dix
  Chad Michael Dongell
  Donald James Douglas Jr.
  Kenneth Garsey
  Rachel H. Gorecki
  Hannah Eleanor Gough
* Nicholas Patrick Held
  Edward Robert Henderson
* Anthony Thomas Knox
  Austin James Lister
  Brendan McNulty
  Andrew Donald Millner
  Aaron Ned Ovelman
  Sean Michael Pedrick
  John Michael Thompson
  Nicole Tran
  Jake Thomas Wallace
* Joseph H. Way
  Janson Lee Youndt
  Elek William Zamolyi
Early Childhood PK-4

Alyssa Anne Armstrong
Caitlin Lorraine Brickey
Felicia Canouse
Kalie Kathryn Chapman
Paige Aileen Deitrick
Jaclyn Michelle Ditt
Emma Anne Durbano
Stephanie Elizabeth Evans
Emily Fazio
Amber Leigh Gehron
Cameron Rose Getty
Dana Mae Heinrich
Ali Rae Herto
Joseph William Kline
Stephanie Marie Lyons
Hannah Mori Marks
Tiana Nicole Menser
Tori Marie Noll
Ashlyn Anna Marie Parlin
Morgan Elizabeth Petsis
Lauren Elizabeth Purcell
Ronald S. Rhoads
Aliyah Marie Rosenbaum
Alessandra Marie Rossino
Rachel Elaina Sammartino
Sofia Ellen Sellers
Kiley Lin Sloan
Chelsea Dawn Spring
Kehley Anne Taylor
Sarah Lynn Townsend
Nicole E. Youtzy
Gabrielle Zukowski

Middle Level 4-8

Annalise Victoria Connell
Elias Kahleel Gabel-Tripp
Jacob William Kalbach
Jade Erica McCarthy
Andrea Lynn Orzolek
Katherine Julia Penrose
Taylor C. Prehotsky
Antonia Mercedes Sernak
Michael Andrew Stowell
Samantha Ann Tankred

Secondary Education

*Biology

Mitchell James Liddick

*Chemistry

Nathan James Mehalick

*Citizenship

Mariailenia Amato
Kylie Elizabeth Brockway
Brett Robert Budwash
John M. Coghan
Anthony John Gresoi
Riley James Hager
Savanna Lynn Maule
Katelynn Marie Pleban
Mitchell Eric Troutman

Secondary Education

*English

# Alissa L. Hetherington
Riley McSorley

Secondary Education

*Mathematics

Courtney Leigh Daniels
# Jordan Bryan Marlow
Sandra Gail Matenkoski

Special Education(PK-8)/Elementary Education(PK-4)

Allison Rae Abrahams
Brooke Elizabeth Allan
Donna Marie Anthony
Jillian Emma Black
Samantha Genevieve Anna Carpenter
Julia Anne Cook
# Danielle A. DeFrancesco
Alexandra Lee Defrees
Amber M. Dorwart
Abigail Michele Fink
Natalie C. Hardy
Madelyn Dasha Huyler
# Makenzie Leigh Kern
Kelsey Lynne Koppen
Emily Kaylene Lapole
Jordan Allen Long
Cierra Malehorn
Allison Lynn Markel
Samantha Rose McCarthy
Clara Grace Mulle
Cole Robert Neff
Karen M. Pickering
Abigail Nicole Potter
Jacqueline Renee Ranney
Sarah Louise Rhineer
Victoria E. Stephan
Courtney Elizabeth Stidsen
Laura Guldin Stuck
Christine Nancy Vaughan
Haley Ruth Wagner
Carly Caitlyn Weinberg

#Honors College
*Summer 2020 Graduates
**Fall 2019 Graduates
***Winter 2019 Graduates
Anthropology

* Arianna Mercedes Ambrosio
Rachel Marie Eichenlaub
* Erica L. Gebbia
Bailey Katelynn Gemberling
Vincent Michael Hunt
Ashley Ann Kerns
Evan Matthew Lobodzinski
Leah Ann Mulholland
Jordan Leigh Polo
Brenna E. Richter
* Julia Elizabeth Stein
Alyssa Nicole Theurer
* Kasey Aileen Theurer

Art History

Lauren Nicole Gilman
* Brooke Julia-Rose McCoy

Art Studio

Robert Eric Bell
John Morgan Blackledge
Emma Natasha Everett
Lillian E. Fields
Yura Kim
Traves Cesar Lebron
Amber E. Loomis
Heather Liz Maldonado
Shannon Elizabeth Malone
* Brooke Julia-Rose McCoy
Edward Murphy
Alyiah Noel Potter
* Rachel Simone Shapiro
* Sarah J. Thompson
Jacob Francis Ulicny
Alicia Marie Williams

Communication Studies

Abby Lauren Astrachan
* Alyssa Brooke Bailey
Jessica Rose Barnett
Kyle Tayon Booker
* Kyle Zachary Bower
Jennifer Ann Burkey
Ashlyn Marie Burkholder
Aris Vernell Cambers
Jessica Alice Caruso
Geara Leigh Catania
Jasmine Asia Chanthalansy
Abigail Victoria Cherkin
Michael John Clarke
* Kasey Lynn Coyle
* Bridget Eve Craig
* Ian Robert Davison
Michael R. Dean Jr.
* Lindsey C. Dedics
* Anita Natalie Denisenko
Alexis Karen Derrickson
Angela Marie DiPasquale
Sarah E. Dougherty
Rebekah Naomi Dries
Casey Jordan Eller
Trevor W. Elm
* Owen Nathaniel Faecher
Kasey Elizabeth Falcone
Durga Bhavani Follmer
Sydney Alexandra French
Jessica Gabriel
Julia Lynn Galic
* Nick Gioioso
* Cailyn Elizabeth Gormley
Marcus Taylor Gray
* Jamyra Ashley Harper
Natajah Haynes
Emily Rose Henderson
Courtney Marie Herman
Drew Stella Hess
* Justine Tiffany Holder
* Emily Maura Holtz
* Kelly L. Johnson
Matthew Lattanzio
* Faith Desiree Massey
* Khary DaQuan Mauras
* David James McCarthy
Keri J. McNally
Morgan Melovitz
Gabriel Jacob Amadeus Miller
Kaitlyn Eileen Miller
Jessica Sandi Murray
Tiffany Amanda Musser
Taiyah Nikkole Naudascher
* Samantha Kristine Parylak
* Khrista Lynn Peachey
Jordan Leigh Polo
* Michaela Farah Elyse Poulard
Kaeli J. Quick
Emel R. Rasim
Brittany Rogers
* Eric Rooney
* Toni Marie Rubino
* Christian James Rusch
Delaney Grace Schappert
* Perri Shelton
* Sivana Simon
Allison Rose Stair
Emily Logan Stevens
Alicia Lyle Stringas
* Charles Michael Sullivan
* Erianna Anya Taulton
* Adriana Grace Vender
Steven Quinton Veronikis
Micah Wagman
* Sarah Elizabeth Wech
* Danielle Meliss Wilk

Criminal Justice

* Kebner Antalosky
Alexis Adrianna Attonito
Mitchell D. Baltoesser
Brandon Cole Batik
Taylor Beer
Jacob Keith Bilger
Tamara Nicole Branch
Shane William Brophy
Jacquelyn Elizabeth Burke
Gregory A. Bush
* Sebastian Stephen Callender
Matthew Jack Cragle
Michael Kevin Damiter
* Brittany Nicole Dean
Erika Ann DeLeo
Ryan Endriss Dietz
* Nicolas Joseph Doris
* David Anthony Egan
* Michael Luis Fishman
* Kayla Marie Freas
* Danielle Joy Gannon
Hannah Elizabeth Geczi
Casey Lawson Glunt
* Taylor Ashley Golder
Jaricelys Gonzalez
* Nicholas Anthony Gorman
* Angel Adira Green
* Anthony Charles Heffner
Kayin Elijah Herb
* Rylee Miranda Hixon
Sarah E. Hoffman
Dale Robert Houser
Carly Ann Iatesta
* Rubens Isai
* Chyna Nijah Isham
Kevin Andrew Jenkins
Lindsay Rae Joyce
Brady Alan Kaiser
Greg John Kanowicz Jr.
Kyle Sergei Karлавäge
* Zachary Peyton Kehler
Grace Ryan Kelleher
* Adam Kusnyer
Kyle Andrew Leitzel
Tatiana Mercedes Lennon
Delio Gabriel Linares
Evan Raymond Llanso
* April Jewel Lugo
Maxwell David Malley
* Brooke L. Marker
* Caleb Micah Martinez
Jordan Taylor McElmoyle
Jared Thomas McGrath
Hayden Peter McKinstry
* Danielle Catherine Millevoi
Lainey Marie Morroney
Holly Ann Norbury
Joseph Tyler Novick
Byron Evans Oldeack
* Hillary Chelsea Olivares
Cameron N. Ostrowski
* Carlos Chanley Pacheco
* Jacob Dean Palfreyman
Dominic Eugene Pinto
Nicholas Banks Price
Yarianna Rodriguez
Jarrett Alexander Rothstein
Christopher Elwood Shiffer
* Christian Douglas Sims
* Victoria Eleanor Stecky
* Alex Scott Steigerwalt
* Taylor Michele Sterle
Daniel Tate
Vincent Armond Tavani
John Noah Thomas
Sierra Faye VanSickler
* Jose Vazquez
Alicia Yadira Velazquez
Kiera A. Wadsworth
Courtney Lei Whary
* Kayla Destinee Williams
Samantha E. Yeick
Haleigh Ellen Stewart
James Stuart III
Ashlee Marie Tomassacci
Mitchell Eric Troutman

Economics

* Joan M. Ales-Miranda
* Thomas Franklin Brown III
Phillip M. Denelsbeck
Owen James Eisen
Marc Julien Frenodo-Rosso
Maksim Godunov
Lynn Hunter Helmick
Kyle Kostas Kerkoulas
Ekaterina Khrunova
Nathanial Thomas Newberry
Zachary Joseph Porreca
Matthew I. Rutherford
Zafir Kevin Smith
* Maksim Evgenievich
Zhiravlev

English

Brett Andrew Bulino
Joseph Anthony Corridoni Jr.
Alyssa Marie Davis
Justine R. Davis
Gavin Matthew Fox
Jose M. Gamboa Jr.
* Alissa L. Hetherington
Anna Jaskiewicz
Isabella Michelle Ligenza
Madeleine Tess Malley
Jannelle Alexis McPherson
Riley McSorley
Julia Danielle Miller
# Adelina Sacouto
Stephon Michael Shrawder
Haleigh Elizabeth Weddle

History

Mariailenia Amato
Hannah Marie Bonomo
Kylie Elizabeth Brockway
Brett Robert Budwash
John M. Coghlan
Laura Marie Comstock
Bailey Katelynn Gemberling
Benjamin Eric Good
Anthony John Gresoi
Riley James Hager
Savanna Lynn Maule
* Angela Peiffer
Katelynn Marie Pleban
Jessica S. Richardson

Interdisciplinary Studies

* Joan M. Ales-Miranda
* Kearstin Tikya Calhoun
Jeffry Etienne
Jose M. Gamboa Jr.
* Nicole Hall
Alicia Denisse Laubscher
* Evelyn Beth Mendlowitz
* Heidy S. Mora
* Shaylee Pesarchick
Sophia Quinones
William Alexander Quinones
Heather L. Rowlands
Juan Silva
* Collin Tobash
Christina Anne Turanick
* Matthew Ryan Valanoski

Languages & Cultures

Monica Abdalmessih
Anthony Percy Barrenechea
* Ian Edward Birdwell
Noah James Byerly
Laura Marie Comstock
Ayalibis Yleana Cruz Severino
Abigail Dorothy Culver
Alexander Demergis
Lacey Lee Densberger
Raisa Ivette Diaz
Autumn Gilmour
* Abbygail Hill
Leah Ann Mulholand
Tiffani Marie Murphy
Luís Manuel Partida
* Rosangel Rodriguez
Bryan A. Rudolph
# Adelina Sacouto
Devon Irene Wrightstone

#Honors College
*Summer 2020 Graduates
**Fall 2019 Graduates
***Winter 2019 Graduates
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS

Mass Communications
* Helen Rose Allison
* Gerald Joseph Andreas
* Amanda Katherine Baiardi
* Brianna Michelle Bair
* Nathan Edward Barrett
* Samantha M. Bergan
* Sabrina Nicole Blessington
* Hannah Leigh Bracey
* Madison Elizabeth Bricker
* Jeamarr Carl Buchanan
* Destiny Alicia Burchette
* Brooke Madicyn Clark
* Shayna Marie Cruz
* Maya Tamount Davis
* Unique Beaki Davis
* Emma Natasha Everett
* Olivia Paige Fassnacht
* Kerianne Gilligan
* Jennifer Leigh Green
* Emily Nicole Gurka
* Lucas Eugene Haywood
* Imani M. Holness
* Kelley Sue Hughes
* Michael Innamorato
* Nastalgia Anna Jenkins
* Ryan Michael
  * Thomas Johnson
* Shane Dylan Jordan
* Michel Junsu Kim
* Michael Anthony Lamberti
* Sean Patrick Lenahan
* Deanna A. Lupia
* Angela Marchese
* Connor E. McKay
* Jason Christopher McMahon
* Katelyn Joan Meeker
* Zachary A. Munkirs
* Madelyn Rose Murtha
* Denise Robin Parker
* Samuel J. Pickford
* Charles Gerold Pinkney Jr.
* Ezra Ranco
* Kieran T. Ricciardi
* Jordan Devante Roberts
* Rosangel Rodriguez
* Matthew Grant Rushforth
* Justin Seng
* Donnie Alan Shields
* Krista Michelle Smith
* Kenneth Alan Stroh
* Patrick Ian Terrette
* Matthew Thum
# Kelsey M. Weaver
* Eileen D. Zajac
* Zoe Ann Zajac

Music
* Sarah Lynette Anderson
  * Randy Jay Baxendale Jr.
* Kelly Lynn Eichhorst
* Lexi Ann Holtzman
* Jordan Richard Markham
* Maddi Paige Sorger
* Christian Gregory Speck

Philosophy
* Drue Coles
  * Keira Ann Frazier
  * Zane A. Houser
* Tarah Ann Kelley
* Marni E. McCabe
* Torin Sloane Reese

Political Science
* Kebner Antalosky
  * Stephen Bloschichak
  * Brittany Nicole Dean
  * Lacey Lee Densberger
  * Michael Thomas Etting Jr.
  * Ryan James Ferrick
* Kaitlyn Marie Floyd
  * Cayce Francis Giblin
* Danielle Nicole Godorecci
  * Truman Richard Grimm
  # Catherine Carla Albeck Jones
  * Katlyn Elizabeth Kelleher
  * Tarah Ann Kelley
  * Jordan Daniel Klingler
  * Eli Mclain Leggett
  * Cameron N. Ostrowski
  * Luis Manuel Partida
  * Victoria Jordan Pollock
* Noah F. Roux
* Gabrielle Lillian Sagby

Psychology
* Monica Abdalmessih
* Emily Ann Aguiler a
* Shahirah Allen
* Sydney Judith Andrews
* Paige Cooper Beckley
* Guy Michael Bennardo
* Zoe Fiona Berg
* Louis Isaac Berrigan
* Corrie Rose Billig
* Timothy Michael Blaine
* Jenna Lee Brouse
* Victoria Rose Burdick
* Elayne R. Che
* Kaitlyn Marie Chestnut
* Katarina May
  * Chiogna-Solovey
* Brianna Victoria Collins
  * Jha Vonni
  * Ciera-Carolyn Garrison
  * Justine R. Davis
* Ava Lynne DeMijrjan
* Jessica Diaz
* Mariana Alexis Diaz
* Sydney Nicole Dinielli
  * Alexa Mae Doran
  * Jennifer Elizabeth
  * Esco bar- Mendoza
* Nicholas James Everett
  * Abby Nicole Fleishauer
* Giavonna Rose Fracalossi
  * Lauren Nicole Gilman
  * Jayla Brielle Godfrey
  * Shannon N. Green
  * Kathryn Sage Hager
  * Laura Elizabeth Heimbach
  * Taylor Margaret Iovino
  * jasmine Siani Jubilee
  * Colin Robert Jae Jupina
  * Ashley Ann Kerns
* Samantha Elizabeth Leonard
  * Steven Junior
  * Lopez Rodriguez
  * Brooke L. Marker
  * Araya Chanel Mays
  * Autumn Marie McBride
  * Morgan Melovitz
  * Hannah Elizabeth Mendygral
  * Leah Marie Miorli
  * Jocelyn Marie Morgan
  * Tiffani Marie Murphy
  * Amara Maria Nazario
College of Liberal Arts

Emily Catherine Nestel
Julia Nicole Nunes
* Leeann M. Paulino
Dominic Eugene Pinto
Rachel L. Purcell
Kiersten Lynn Rhine
* Kieran T. Ricciardi
Gabrielle R. Romig
Kaitlyn Marie Rulis
# Kirsten Marie Russell
Laura Elizabeth Rzucidlo
* Angela Sardella
Cassandra Nicole Seifert
Anna Elizabeth Semler
Camille Rose Sierka
* Arielle M. Stehr
Jordan Mckenzie Stevens
* Kathryn Grace Styer
* Michelle Tulik
* Khalia Simone Walters
Brittney Witchey
Kyle John Wunderlich

Social Work

Phaje Amari Britton
Adam Jefferson Cerri
Renee Ann Cless
Yasemin Dum
# Joshua Lujan Paul Escalante
Madalyn Mary Festa
Regan Alyse Gideon
* Natasha Rose Gimbi
Katherine Mary Hoffman
Antonia G. Hunsinger
Katlyn Elizabeth Kelleher
Erika Paige Koenigsberg
Sara Lorraine Leibel
Rose Marie Makalsky
Erin Paige McQueen
Dayna Marie Miller
Claudia Rose Palma
* Annie Elisha Perez
Candace Jade Perino
Marykate Petrone
Mary Elizabeth Ritz
Kassandra Schott
* Sarah Marie Stettler
Viola Fern Swartzentruber
Laszlo Gabriel Varga
Dana Walsh
Brandon B. Watt
Brianna Kay Whitman

Sociology

Sarah Lynette Anderson
Jacquelyn Elizabeth Burke
Jasmine Asia Chanthalansy
Lacey Lee Densberger
* David Anthony Egan
Casey Lawson Glunt
* Taylor Ashley Golder
# Lizmeidy Hernandez
Kaitlyn Ann Lorah
* Caleb Micah Martinez
Erika Renee Meixsell
Julia Nicole Nunes
Paige Gloria-Madeline O’Connor
Daniel Tate
* Malik Rahim Wilson Jr.

Theatre Arts

Michael Anthony Lamberti
Benjamin Joseph Roark
Chelsea Rose Soto
* Danielle Meliss Wilk

#Honors College
*Summer 2020 Graduates
**Fall 2019 Graduates
***Winter 2019 Graduates
Biology

Timothy Jacob Aikins
Amanda Louise Aulenbach
Jasmine Cannon Bailey
Courtney A. Blevins
* Johnathan Marvin Carpenter
Nathan Robert Cummings
Kayla A. Davis
Christopher James Duff
Laurel Irene Gramley
Nour Haj Mabrouk
Zechariah Hanna Jr.
Noah R. Hess
Brittany Lynn Joseph
Rodney Joseph Koch
Mitchell James Liddick
Patricia Rose Loughran
Kaitlyn Nicole Mander
Gabriel James Manyak
# Kyle G. Mausteller
* Morgan Erin Murphy
Vitória Carvalho Lopes Nery
* Jessica L. Paoletti
Haley Noelle Reese
Kathryn M. Sherry
Taylor Renee Shughart
Kayla Mae Sompel
Lakota Vincent Wadena
* Nia Simone Weedon
Alyssa Lynn Williams

Chemistry

Natasha M. Brenner
Nathan James Mehalick
Jacob Roy Morris

Computer Science

Nicholas Evan Ashenfelter
Ethan Daniel Barlow
Marcus A. Chapin
* Stefan W. Cornelius
Brady Lee DeAngelis
* Gregory Filippenko
James R. Garringer
* Spencer Ammon Gross
David Jon Haraputczyk
Nahid Rezwan Mondol
* Tyler A. Reed
* Jacob D. Saparito
Michael K. Shepard

Digital Forensics

Jacob Isaac Ackley
Maritza Alvarado
Hunter Layton Barnard
Adriana Michele Barrera
Derrick Ian Bordner
Lindsey Anne Boutin
Tamara Nicole Branch
Taylor T. Cielecki
Shay Thomas Clark
William Robert Connison
Steven James Crismali
Alexander Demergis
Blair Kane Ditzler
Rebecca L. Evans
Kyle Lee Gendron
* Shannon Marie Hancock
Gabriel A. Harvey
Ryan Herman
Bryan Anthony Iadisernia
Kelsey Mac Impink
Joshua Thomas Kaminski
Olivia Marlene Law
Charles Jackson Lewis V
Amanda Lilith Lopez
Tyler James Loss
Blake T. Lyons
Nelson James Maher
* Kayla Miracle Faith Marquez
Robert William McFadden
Michael Ian Moore
* Caleb Robert Neff
Sarah Nicole Pollard
Ashley Elizabeth Ressler
Amanda Marie Ruditis
Bryan A. Rudolph
Sierra Lynn Sabol
Rees C. Scott
Jacob M. Shiffert
Luke Edward Shriver
Savannah Michelle Shumbris
Walter Carl Sill III
Megan E. Sumner
Katherine Van Horn
Riley Ventura Walpole
Jordan Taylor Wyant

Megan E. Sumner
Cyla Climaco Supatan
Samuel Witty

Electronics Engineering Technology

Lewis Kamamo

Environmental, Geographical & Geological Sciences

* Kyle Russell Argenziano
* Reilley M. Ball
* Robert Fredrick Bloskey III
Erin N. Boulger
Emily Rose Brodeur
* Sarah Alyce Carlin
* Summer Haley Cooke
Alyssa Ashley Coolen
Brady Dale Crawford
Leigha Elizabeth Eby
* Zachary Evan Emswiler
* Dominic John Esposito
Alison Carisa Evans
* Benjamin Paul Finkbeiner
* Brennen Frederick Foster
Nathan Russel Gadsinski
* Erica L. Gebbia
William Charles Girard II
Matthew William Gregorowicz
Jenna N. Hawkins
* Lecan E. Haywood
* Camille Hodges
* Reed Andrew Hoffman
Auston Michael Hummel
* Alexander Mitchell Kammeier
Shelby Karynne Kennedy
Kyle James Kleiner
Daniel Jash Korinth
* Devin Peter Kyriakos
* Nathan Lincoln
Christian James Martinez
* Michael Thomas May
Brigid Elizabeth McAtee
Nathan Ronald Meyers
* Michael Joseph Pacaro
* Willow Elizabeth Perkins
Brady R. Petrovich
Austin C. Radzai
* Meg E. Ronan
* William Wyatt Soha
* Shelby G. Thibeau
* Ian James Van Wagenen
Matthew Welliver
* James Thomas Wood Jr.
Lily Ann Young
* Lea Elizabeth Zarr
Exercise Science

Jessica Elizabeth Adamski  
* Haley Lynn Arner  
Lucinda R. Ashton  
Gabrielle Bachman  
Erik Michael Benjamin  
* Aiden Louis Brejcha  
* Sophia Kathryn Bruno  
* Elizabeth Cooper  
Parker Chase Defelice  
Matthew Diamond  
Alexa Diaz  
Andrea N. Dietz  
* Emily Joann Fanelli  
Andrew James Ference  
* Brendan Flynn  
Matthew James Gerner  
Robert John Grow  
* Chelsea L. Haladay  
Cheyenna Rae Heimall  
* Russell Keith Hohn  
* Taylor Ann Hoppe  
* Charlotte Anita Hummelbaugh  
Makenzi Lyn Kauffman  
* Cesar Joel Laboy  
Kaylin Nichole Marth  
* Halen Robert Maurer  
* Jessica Elizabeth Milligan  
Caitlin Ann Mohrmann  
* Nicholas Alcide Monteschio  
* Chauna Mungro  
Emily Kathleen Myers  
Madison Jada Nix  
* Dalton Anthony Perla  
Mary Kathleen Rafter  
Sydney Kate Reigel  
Alexandria K. Sabol  
* Hope Lynn Sasz  
* Derek Alfredo Scatena  
Kayla Marie Schlauch  
Tori Elise Serafine  
* Jenessa Elaine Stark  
* Bailey Georgianna Taylor  
* Julia Rose Wandler  
* Camaron M. Youngblood  
James Albert Zack

Health Physics

Tanner Alan Ambrose  
Evan Thomas Feninez  
* Christopher Sanchez

Health Sciences

Sandhya Dahal Bhatti  
* Rebecca L. Boyle  
* Lauren M. Bunnell  
* Cassidy M. Calimer  
Tai Janelle Clark  
Alexia Claudio  
Sienna Marie Craley  
Safiya Akilah Dolloway  
Jadyn Shyanne Dunkelberger  
* Kelly Theresa Ednie  
* Casey Elizabeth Farris  
Jessica Sarah Flack  
Kaitlyn Louise Gwozdecki  
# Lizmeidy Hernandez  
* Savanna M. Krusinsky  
Courtney Marie Margavich  
Kristen Nicole Marsh  
Andrea Marie Myers  
Elizabth Ann Neifert  
Sarah Una Palumbo  
Melissa Maria Parsons  
Colby Edward Probst  
Cassandra Catherine Riley  
Sydney Nicole Russell  
* Kelly Rita Russo  
Devin Marcella Shaw  
Deanna Elizabeth Shuster  
Aryana Alyiah Simpson  
Kristyn Nicole Smeal  
Marissa Marie Spiller  
Matthew Dean Snedricki  
Rachael Ann Stockbline  
Brooke N. Swartz  
* Hannah Nicole Tobin  
Zachary Thomas Vosburg  
* Emily Elizabeth Wolfe

Mathematics

# Ian Edward Birdwell  
Jennifer Bonilla  
Courtney Leigh Daniels  
Kaleb I. Lansberry  
# Jordan Bryan Marlow  
Sandra Gail Matenkoski  
Zachary A. Norfolk  
* Christopher Sanchez  
Jacob Ian Snyder  
James Michael Strommer  
Morgan Michael Wilson  
Tianhao Yu  
Eric M. Zalewski

Medical Imaging

Kelly Christine Arnold  
* Nicholas John Becker  
Nathan David Bischof  
Brittany Branco  
Jillian Marie Brennan  
Gavin William Brody  
* Erin Marie Buchanan  
Emily R. Bybel  
* Krista Casasanto  
Alyssa Nicole Cherichello  
Elizabeth Kay Drumm  
Rachel S. Frantz  
Taylor Renee Gorman  
* Emily Kathryn Hackenberg  
Benita Valerie Harris  
Abdul-Quadir Holloman  
Amanda Jo Kline  
Sarah Mary Koshy  
* Courtney Sue Kovilaritch  
* Jerimiah Johnathan  
Kozacheck  
Taylor Morgan Leigheow  
* Nina Constance Litz  
Allison M. Lockard  
Adali Marie Lopez  
* Lucas Alan Marotto  
Kenneth George McCollum Jr.  
Madison Ann Miller  
Skylar K. Pearce

#Honors College  
*Summer 2020 Graduates  
**Fall 2019 Graduates  
***Winter 2019 Graduates
COLLEGE
OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

Emily Elizabeth Reese
Samantha Joelle Romania
Mollie Lolita Salmon
Stacey Anne Shannon
Terri Elizabeth Shoop
Caitlyn Elizabeth Smith
Paige Elaine Spingola
Marissa Ann Szczyglik
River Skigh Thomas
Hayley Lynn Wasson
Nicole Marie Whitenight
* Cheyenna Angel Wolcott
* Jennifer Mae Yarnall
Nicole C. Young
Amina Zoher

Nursing

Danielle Nicole Adornetto
* Kristin M. Badman
Sarah Creighton Bainey
Shannon Riley Ball
Mandy Lynn Batalin
Nicole A. Beach
Rachel D. Bell
Abigail Lyn Belles
* Tristan D. Bitler
Halle Elizabeth-Hess Bitner
Caroline Shannon Bohm
Rebecca J. Boisvert
Jordan Taylor Bowersox
Kayla Anne Buehler
Emily Elizabeth Burkland
Krista Marie Culp
Abigail Dorothy Culver
Hannah Elisabeth Culver
Thomas L. Diltz
Emily Lynn Dry
Kimberly Anne Eckenrode
Megan Elizabeth Faust
* Sydney Renee Faust
Jamie A. George
Iyuna Delsina Gibson
Kierra Marie Gilmore
Dahlia Mai Gold
Dominique Gonzalez
Samantha Leigh Gorham
Lauren Angelina Grabow
Emily L. Graham
Rashee Hall
Kayla M. Heiner
Rebecca M. Hendricks
* Jessica Marie Hollen

Kaylin E. Hubert
# Chase Quentin Hummel
Karly Renee Jurewicz
Brooke Elaine Kern
Amy Elizabeth Kluxen
# Abigail E. Knepp
Amber Lynn Kohls
Jillian Nicole Kowalsky
Shae Taylor Krueger
Amber Michelle Lankford
Jena M. Lasewicz
Haley Anne Levan
* Sydney Paige Main
Julia Ann Manges
Emily Elizabeth Marshall
Haley Dalton McCrossin
Alison Leigh McKay
Brenna May Melick
Ashley Marie Mercado
Amanda Frances Mills
Marisa J. Missien
Madeline Claire Mitchell
Kathryn Tiley Novak
Samantha K. Pearce
Sofia Elisabet Pearson
# Mary Elizabeth Petrongolo
Madeline Gabrielle Plummer
Dakota Matthew Portzline
Kiana Jo Rhodes
Dean Alexander Richards
Morgan Amanda Rimmer
Kylie Paige Savidge
Kelsey Ann Shaughnessy
Brooke Ashley Sides
Nathan Richard Smith
# Anandah Asha S. Stephens
Molly Elizabeth Stone
Skyler Christine Stump
Grace Noelle Sullivan
Carley Marie Swisher
Autumn Wynona Temple
Katherine Ann Thames
Sarah A. Vancise
Taylor Leigh Wagner
Michelle Wegemer
Emily Elizabeth Welsh
Katrina Whalen
Gianni Monet Wright
Madison K. Young
Melissa Irene Zuro

Physics

* Ian Edward Birdwell
Christopher Eugene Dougal
Lewis Kamamo
Daniel F. McGann
Jacob Roy Morris
* Christopher Sanchez
College of Science & Technology

Speech Pathology & Audiology

Monica Carol Amarante
Sutton Marie Anderson
Rebecca Jean Balazs
Jenna Louise Beck
Kaelin Nicole Beck
Marcella Elizabeth Booz
Victoria Lynn Bowman
Taylor Vaughn Capoferri
Megan Marie D’Addario
Ashley Lynn David
Lindsay Nicole Edling
Rease Renee Enright
Amanda N. Fleisher
Michelle Elizabeth Fus
Morgan Miranda Glatfelter
Madison Elizabeth Harnish
Tesa Mae Hoffman
Kendall Nicola Krebs
Kaitlyn Marie McCarthy
Tessaann Marguerite Merkel
* Regan Marie Minskey
Madelyn Elizabeth Myers
Katelyn J. Ooms
Morgan Grace Parise
Alexandra Patella
Savhanna Paul
# Shannon K. Quinn
Madison Grace Rickard
Carli Nicole Roeder
Rene Elizabeth Ronemus
Marisa Marie Russo
Anna Sees
# Madison Jean Snyder
Sarah Joy Snyder
Jessica Lynn Staros
Abbigail Marie Steiner
Logan Kathleen Sullivan
Danielle E. Ward
Tori N. Wigand
Maya Antoinette Williams
Kendyl Jean Witmer
Abigail Renee Worst
Devon Irene Wrightstone
Cassie Lynn Yorgey

Technical Leadership

Jennifer Nicole Cassell
Murphy Edwin
Luke Benjamin Fisher
* Shane Ronald Hammer
Marissa Lynn Hines
* Jacob Michael Horn
Kimberly Marie Jones
Brandon T. Kauffman
Chad Eric Kernechel
Tyler James Konstalid
Amy Irene Martin
* Nicole Louise Matlock
Alena Mialanich
Roy A. Moreira Sr.
* Nikhil Narayan
Jaime Lynn Prutzman
Dayton Richard
* Ashley Rose Sontag
* Kara Mae Stezenko
Anthony August Taliani
Eileen Tarity
* Ethan Elisha Westerholm
Talonne Marie Whitehurst

#Honors College
*Summer 2020 Graduates
**Fall 2019 Graduates
***Winter 2019 Graduates
Handwritten words on six sheets of lined paper established the Bloomsburg Literary Institute in 1856. Recorded in a Columbia County deed book, the Act to Incorporate the Bloomsburg Literary Institute established “a company for the provision of education, both in the ordinary and higher branches of English, literature and science, and in the ancient and modern languages.”

The newly formed institute grew from an academy that operated with varied success in Bloomsburg since 1839.

The rules of the corporation outlined how the institution’s first trustees would be selected and their terms of service and how new trustees would be elected. It listed the trustees’ specific duties, which included the issuance of stock at $20 per share, the purchase or sale of real estate, and the employment or discharge of teachers. The trustees also would be called upon to adjudicate conflicts between teachers and parents or guardians “and in general exercise such oversight as may tend to the greatest efficiency and usefulness of the school.”

One of the most visible symbols of the university’s past is Carver Hall. The building, named in memory of Henry Carver, principal at the time, was erected in 1867. Today, it is considered the university’s landmark.

Largely through the efforts of J.P. Wickersham, superintendent of public instruction, Bloomsburg Literary Institute became Bloomsburg Literary Institute and State Normal School in 1869. The school continued under this name and structure until 1916 when it was purchased by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and named Bloomsburg State Normal School.

The emphasis at the Normal School changed during the early 1920s from secondary and college preparatory courses for special teachers to full-time teacher education. This new thrust in the curriculum led to the adoption, in May 1927, of the designation Bloomsburg State Teachers College. The institution was authorized to grant a bachelor of science in education, a degree which prepared students for teaching careers in elementary and secondary schools.

Under the administration of Francis B. Haas (1927-1939), great progress was made in the teacher education program, including the addition of a new degree program in business education. Haas left Bloomsburg to accept an appointment as superintendent of public instruction for Pennsylvania, the same post he held from 1925 to 1927 prior to coming to Bloomsburg. Harvey A. Andruss, then dean of instruction and former director of the business education department, served as acting president from 1939 until January 1941, when the school’s trustees unanimously elected him president, a position he held until his retirement in 1969.

During World War II, the United States Navy V-12 Officer Training Program was conducted on the campus, a service now commemorated by the naming of Navy Hall. In 1957, the Division of Special Education was instituted. Major expansions in facilities, faculty, and student body followed. Enrollment rose from 1,743 in 1960 to 8,924 in fall 2018.

In 1960, the school’s name was changed to Bloomsburg State College. Authorization was received shortly thereafter to grant a bachelor of arts for liberal arts programs in the humanities, social sciences, and natural sciences and mathematics. Graduate study leading to a master of education also was inaugurated. In 1968, approval was received for a master of arts; in 1970, for a master of science; in 1976, for a master of business administration; and in 1982, for a master of science in nursing. In 2003 a doctoral program in clinical audiology was approved; and in 2014, a doctor of nursing practice program was added.

Today, Bloomsburg University is a comprehensive institution offering curricula in the liberal arts, business, science and technology, nursing, allied health sciences, and teacher education. Degree programs are offered at the bachelor’s and master’s levels, in addition to doctoral programs in audiology and nursing. The institution’s current title, Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania, was officially adopted when commonwealth legislation established the fourteen-member State System of Higher Education on July 1, 1983. James H. McCormick, Bloomsburg’s president at the time, became the system’s interim chancellor and later its first permanent chancellor.

In July 2017, Bashar W. Hanna was named the university’s nineteenth president.
Bloomsburg University’s mace made its first appearance at a commencement ceremony in August of 1963. The history of the ceremonial academic mace can be traced back to the fourteenth century when it developed as a composite of two ancient objects, the royal scepter and the battle mace.

Kings used the scepter as a symbol of their power and authority, while warriors wielded the mace as a weapon to prove their strength and superiority on the battlefield.

European universities combined these two symbols into an academic mace or ceremonial staff that demonstrated the authority and right of academic institutions to grant degrees to candidates who had earned that privilege. Colleges and universities in the United States gradually adopted this tradition, and in early 1963 the Dean of Students at Bloomsburg State College, J. Alfred McCauslin, proposed the school adopt one as well. A design for the mace was submitted to Ensko & Co. of New York that March. Maces were traditionally topped with an ornament representing the institution’s history, and in Bloomsburg’s case the symbol chosen was the keystone, the symbol of Pennsylvania.

Academic maces are usually carried by a marshal who precedes the institution’s president in the ceremonial procession.

The university medallion is made of cast bronze and is worn by the president of the university during academic convocations as a symbol of the leadership responsibilities vested in that office.

The medallion, designed and sculpted by E. Richard Bonham of Lewisburg, is circular and includes the name of the university enclosing the shield and other principal elements of the Great Seal of Pennsylvania.

The graceful, unbroken lines of the circle represent the unending process of education. A ship, a plow and sheaves of wheat, symbolizing nourishment and strength derived from both sea and land, appear on the shield, the traditional instrument of protection.

The eagle atop the shield is the symbol of liberty. A stalk of maize and an olive branch curve upward on either side of the shield, representing prosperity and peace, and under the crossed stems is the date of the university’s founding, 1839. Replicas of the medallion have been given to individuals who have performed exemplary service to the university:

The traditional academic regalia worn at commencement exercises is a record of the academic achievement of that individual. Its use originated at English and European universities during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

The long gown evolved from the monk’s habit. The hood evolved from the cowl that the monks wore over their heads. Today’s mortarboard can be traced to the skull caps worn by the churchmen.

The colorful hoods designate the degree of the wearer, the subject in which the degree is held, and the institution that awarded the degree. The color of the velvet band on each hood and robe represent a scholar’s field of learning, while the official colors of the school awarding the degree always are shown in the lining of the hood and, sometimes, by the distinctive color of the gown. Bloomsburg University colors are maroon and gold.

As institutions of higher learning were established in America, beginning with Harvard College in 1636, the universities followed the English precedent in which each developed its own version of academic dress. As has been the case with the British universities, there was virtually no conformity from one institution to another and sometimes not even within institutions. College and university administrators, sensing a need for uniformity, convened in 1895 to develop a uniform code of academic regalia. Still in use by most American institutions, the code has been reviewed and revised only twice.

The colors for academic fields established by the American Council on Education include:

Agriculture .......................................................... Maize
Arts, Letters, Humanities .................................. White
Commerce, Accountancy, Business ............. Drab
Dentistry ............................................................... Lilac
Economics .......................................................... Copper
Education .......................................................... Light Blue
Engineering .......................................................... Orange
Fine Arts, including Architecture ............. Brown
Forestry ............................................................... Russet
Journalism .......................................................... Crimson
Law ................................................................. Purple
Library Science .................................................. Lemon
Medicine ............................................................. Green
Music ................................................................. Pink
Nursing ............................................................... Apricot
Oratory (Speech) ................................................ Silver Gray
Pharmacy ............................................................. Olive Green
Philosophy .......................................................... Dark Blue
Physical Education ........................................ Sage Green
Public Administration, including Foreign Service ...... Peacock Blue
Public Health ...................................................... Salmon Pink
Science .............................................................. Golden Yellow
Social Work ......................................................... Citron
Theology ............................................................. Scarlet
Veterinary Science .............................................. Gray
The Alumni Association

The Bloomsburg University Alumni Association congratulates today’s graduates, the newest members of the association.

The Alumni Association was formed in 1871 by members of the classes of 1870 and 1871. These graduates wanted to remain connected to their alma mater and preserve and celebrate relationships with classmates, faculty, and staff. Today it provides programs and services to more than 74,000 alumni. Through events and programs, the alumni association fosters relationships that engage alumni in the university’s strategic priorities and philanthropic goals.

While your time as a student at Bloomsburg University has concluded, never forget your alma mater and plan to come back to BU often. As the newest members of the BU Alumni Association, we invite you to become actively engaged alumni and consider supporting future generations of Huskies.

Stay connected by visiting www.bloomu.edu/alumni to subscribe to receive communications from the association, receive monthly alumni e-newsletters, invitations to alumni events and exclusive networking opportunities, and access to career and professional development resources through BU’s online career management system, Handshake.

The alumni webpage also provides information about regional alumni networks and volunteer opportunities to stay engaged with BU.

The alumni association led by 15 volunteer members of the board of directors, representing a wide range of class years, geographic locations, and interests, is here for you. Please reach out any time to share your ideas, provide input, or ask for support. You can visit the Alumni Association on the third floor of the Greenly Center, 50 East Main St. in downtown Bloomsburg or contact us at alum@bloomu.edu or 1-800-526-0254. GO HUSKIES!

HONORARY DOCTORATES

Beginning in 1983, the Council of Trustees of Bloomsburg University granted approval to award honorary degrees by the university. The policy provides that recipients of honorary degrees will be people who have made noteworthy contributions to Bloomsburg University, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, society, or to a particular academic discipline and have demonstrated meritorious achievement or scholarship in the arts and humanities, the social sciences, science and technology, education, the health professions, commerce and trade, or industry.

It further provided that such degrees will be awarded only to those women and men whose lives and works exemplify excellence, service, and integrity. It also is expected that the honorary degree recipient, through deeds and performance, will be an exemplary model for graduates of this and other institutions of higher learning.

Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania has awarded honorary degrees to:

- Howard F. Fenstermaker, Doctor of Pedagogy
- John Heinz, Doctor of Laws
- Frank C. Laubach, Doctor of Humane Letters
- Grace M. Hopper, Doctor of Science
- Roger Tory Peterson, Doctor of Letters
- Edwin M. Barton, Doctor of Letters
- Louise B. Mitrani, Doctor of Humane Letters
- Thomas C. Royer, Doctor of Humane Letters
- Hugh O’Brien, Doctor of Humane Letters
- Henry Hood, Doctor of Humane Letters
- Curtis R. English, Doctor of Pedagogy
- Ann M. Verville, Doctor of Commercial Science
- The Most Reverend Desmond M. Tutu, Doctor of Humane Letters
- Rick Santorum, Doctor of Laws
- Ervin S. Duggan, Doctor of Humane Letters
- Pat Mitchell, Doctor of Letters
- Susan McDowell, Doctor of Humane Letters
- Steph Pettit, Doctor of Humane Letters
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While your time as a student at Bloomsburg University has concluded, never forget your alma mater and plan to come back to BU often. As the newest members of the BU Alumni Association, we invite you to become actively engaged alumni and consider supporting future generations of Huskies.

Stay connected by visiting www.bloomu.edu/alumni to subscribe to receive communications from the association, receive monthly alumni e-newsletters, invitations to alumni events and exclusive networking opportunities, and access to career and professional development resources through BU’s online career management system, Handshake. The alumni webpage also provides information about regional alumni networks and volunteer opportunities to stay engaged with BU.

The alumni association led by 15 volunteer members of the board of directors, representing a wide range of class years, geographic locations, and interests, is here for you. Please reach out any time to share your ideas, provide input, or ask for support. You can visit the Alumni Association on the third floor of the Greenly Center, 50 East Main St. in downtown Bloomsburg or contact us at alum@bloomu.edu or 1-800-526-0254. GO HUSKIES!
Many graduates have signed the voluntary Bloomsburg University Graduation Pledge. The pledge reads:

“I pledge to consider the social and environmental consequences of choices I make in my personal life and work, and to try to improve these aspects of life in my workplace and community.”

Graduates choose for themselves how to act on this pledge; it is an important promise to themselves and others at this key point in their lives. More than 100 colleges and universities use versions of this pledge. The pledge is sponsored by the American Democracy Project and by Students Organized for Learning through Volunteerism and Employment.

For Future Reference

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University Advancement</td>
<td>Greenly Center</td>
<td>570-389-4047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Graduate Studies</td>
<td>Centennial Hall</td>
<td>570-389-4015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuing Education</td>
<td>Greenly Center</td>
<td>570-389-4420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office of the Registrar</td>
<td>Warren Student Services Center</td>
<td>570-389-4263</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For transcripts please visit: http://intranet.bloomu.edu/registrar-transcript-request
Far above the river winding midst the mountains grand,

Stands our school so dear to students far throughout the land,

Bloomsburg, Bloomsburg, Alma Mater, up on College Hill,

Years to come shall find us ever true to Bloomsburg still!